
Genesis 1-11     

The Great Story Begins

Babel Genesis 11:1-9, 27-32



Truth
ª An unsettling week in world politics

· What happens to the south of huge significance

ª Truth matters!

ª Biblical story challenges ideas about God 
& humanity



1. The People
ª Did not read ch 10.

· There are 70 names, often in groups of 7

· Symbolic way of signifying completeness
¸ Finally, at the end of ch 11, we get Abram (Abraham)
¸ Rest of Genesis about Abraham & his family

ª After the flood people travel east to Shinar



2. The Plan
ª People speak the same language

ª Decide to build a city

· Prevent themselves being dispersed

· Make a “name” for themselves

· Make a gateway to heaven



2. The Plan . . .

ª Avengers movies

· Thor a ‘god’ from city of Asgard

· Entrance to Asgard via Bifrost Bridge

· Controlled by Heimdall

· Via bridge, human (Jane Frost) travels to Asgard

· ‘gods’ interact with other creatures & humans

· Ancient pagan religion of the Vikings



2. The Plan . . .

ª The people have a plan (v 4)

· Build a city with tower to the heavens

· Ziggurat – room at top for God’s use

· Room was a ‘gate’ for/to the gods – a “Bab-El”

ª Striving after divinity & Immortality





3. God’s Plan
ª God looks at the situation (v 6)

ª There is a problem

· Human sin can get out of control again

· Humans want to function without reference to God

ª God decides to act:

· Confuse language

· Force people to disperse



3. God’s Plan
ª Limit degree to which sin can be coordinated

ª Word play:

· “Babel” not with “Bab-El” but “Balal” (confusion)

ª Direct disregard for God’s command (9:1)

· God comes in judgment

· What is not done by obedience, done by judgment



Living It –
ª It really matters what we believe

· Trying to ‘make a name’ & reach the heavens

· Not lead to stability & community

· But to confusion & increasing sinfulness

· False worship has significant implications



Living It –

ª Genesis story correcting ideas of God & Life

· Path for human flourishing

ª Correct ideas about humans

· Not slaves of the gods

· Regents of the one God

· Made in his image to rule & care for the earth



Living It –

ª Correct ideas about God

· Transcends creation, not part of it
¸ Nothing made is God

· God loves human beings
¸ Desires us to flourish and enjoy peace & plenty

· Caused a flood to rescue creation from sin

· Cannot be accessed by human effort

· Comes to human beings who call on him


